Rearranging jumbled words to make sentences - answers

Each set of words is a jumbled sentence with one extra word. The corrected sentence, with the words rearranged and punctuation added, is shown beneath each jumbled set.

1. writing system telephone am to I about banking your and complain
Correct answer: I am writing to complain about your telephone banking system.
Extra word: and

2. I tried four details this week to system access feel to account my times have use the
Correct answer: I have tried four times this week to use the system to access my account details.
Extra word: feel

3. crashed on I the system been that each informed this computer has have occasion
Correct answer: On each occasion, I have been informed that the computer system has crashed.
Extra word: this

4. branch day person unable to working I a am I bank my as during the visit
Correct answer: As a working person, I am unable to visit my branch during the day.
Extra word: I

5. I access do addition service have so internet use cannot great the to in your not online
Correct answer: In addition, I do not have access to the internet so cannot use your online service.
Extra word: great
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6. advertise use convenient have telephone you as to banking your service and easy
Correct answer: You advertise your telephone banking service as easy to use and convenient.
Extra word: have

7. afraid not of work evidence have I features seen am I either yet these of
Correct answer: I am afraid I have not yet seen evidence of either of these features.
Extra word: work

8. grateful will problems I as would that be soon finished for have I described an the possible
as assurance out be sorted
Correct answer: I would be grateful for an assurance that the problems I have described will be
sorted out as soon as possible.
Extra word: finished

Sentence made from the extra words: I have finished this work and feel great!